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RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Pi Recordings
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: Pi43
Barcode: 808713004328
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Henry Threadgill - flute, bass flute, alto
saxophone
Liberty Ellman - guitar
Jose Davila - trombone, tuba 
Christopher Hoffman - cello
Stomu Takeishi - bass guitar
Elliot Humberto Kavee - drums

Tomorrow Sunny / The Revelry, Spp

Henry Threadgill Zooid

"Tomorrow Sunny / The Revelry, Spp" is the highly awaited new release
from Henry Threadgill, whose prior releases "This Brings Us To, Volumes 1 & 2" topped many critics' year end lists in
2009 and 2010. He has been called by The New York Times "one of the most thrillingly elusive composers in and around
the jazz idiom. He's an amazing jazz musician, and at the same time, when you listen to his writing, it could sound like
one of the American masters." 

The CD features Zooid, which has been together for the last 12 years, making it the longest-running band of Threadgill's
illustrious 40 year career. The band's longevity is a testament to the commitment each of its members have made to
master Threadgill's novel system for improvisation, which the Los Angeles Times has called "bewitching, if tough to pin
down...Resisting familiar chord changes, scales and overt structure, the album won't be the easiest of listens for some,
but somehow it never sounds the same way twice. As its mysteries unfurl, [it] remains rewarding simply by being so
much fun to follow."

Tracklisting:
A Day Off / Tomorrow Sunny / So Pleased, No Clue / See the Blackbird Now / Ambient Pressure Thereby / Put On Keep
/ Frontispiece, Spp

Also available:
Pi36 Henry Threadgill Zooid - This Brings Us To, Volume 2
Pi31 Henry Threadgill Zooid - This Brings Us To, Volume 1
Pi02 Henry Threadgill Zooid - Up Popped the Two Lips
Pi01 Henry Threadgill & Make A Move - Everybodys Mouth's A Book

“Ths Brings Us To, Volume 1 is a deep and enigmatic album, serene and funky, radiant with purpose.” – Nate Chinen,
The New York Times

"This Brings Us To, Volume 1 is a spectacular return from an important jazz composer." –Troy Collins, All About Jazz



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9532-2
Barcode: 614427953223
Price: £9.48
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Adam Baldych / violin
Jacob Karlzon / piano
Lars Danielsson / bass, cello
Morten Lund / drums
Verneri Pohjola / trumpet
Marius Neset / saxophone
Nils Landgren / trombone (on 05 & 08)

Imaginary Room

Adam Baldych & The Baltic Gang

After a much celebrated appearance by Adam Baldych at the 2011 Berlin Jazzfest, critic Ulrich Olshausen raved in the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung newspaper: "He has, without doubt, the greatest technique of any jazz violinist alive
today. We can expect everything of him". High praise for a musician of just 26 years of age, and at the same time only
fitting for a man who has been considered a prodigy in his native Poland for many years already.

On "Imaginary Room" Baldych takes on new challenges and has gathered a top-class studio band around him: the Baltic
Gang, with the world-class Swedish bassist Lars Danielsson, the Danish drummer Morten Lund (who normally performs
his magic with Paolo Fresu and Stefano Bollani), and the Swedish pianist Jacob Karlzon (best known for his collaboration
with Viktoria Tolstoy), forming the musical backbone. Two of the biggest talents on the Scandinavian jazz scene - the
Finnish trumpeter Verneri Pohjola and the Norwegian saxophonist Marius Neset make up the brass section.

On "Imaginary Room" this all-star ensemble dedicates itself to Baldych's latest compositions, which leave ample room for
improvisation, breath-taking solos and the inspirations of his ingenious accompanists, despite all being based on a
compelling melody. These run the gamut from an eastern European touch to elegiac Nordic, right through to the modern
American sound of the big city. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Aum Fidelity
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AUM074
Barcode: 0642623307427
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

David S. Ware - tenor saxophone
Cooper-Moore - piano
William Parker - bass
Muhammad Ali - drums

Live at Jazzfestival Saalfelden 2011

David S. Ware / Planetary Unknown

David S. Ware's new quartet Planetary Unknown debuted in June 2011 with their self-titled studio communion on AUM
Fidelity. That album documented an epic occurrence with major artistic circles between members Ware, Cooper-Moore,
William Parker and Muhammad Ali arcing together and synchronizing anew. A quartet of esteemed elder statesmen and
master musicians whose experience creating influential spontaneous music spans the past 45 years. Here are a few
excerpts from the voluminous press praise for that album:

“gravity-defying” (Marcus O’Dair, Jazzwise) 
"breathtaking...staggering...mesmerizing” (Marc Medwin, The New York City Jazz Record)
“a tour de force of free improvisation from four masters of the form” (Troy Collins, AllAboutJazz.com)
“almost immediately the collective force of this stellar group kicks in, evolving dynamic forms that revitalize yet again the
language of free jazz.” (Julian Cowley, The Wire)

Planetary Unknown traveled to Austria for their European concert debut at the highly esteemed Jazzfestival Saalfelden in
August 2011.  That concert, in its three widely ranging sections, is presented here in its majestic entirety. 

In addition to its awe-inspiring assemblage of talent, Planetary Unknown is also notable for reuniting Ware and
Cooper-Moore (né Gene Ashton) for the first time since their formative collaborations in the early 1970’s and returning
the pioneering Ali (Albert Ayler, Alan Shorter and Frank Wright) to the forefront of improvised music after nearly 30 years
away from the recording studio. “Each member of the group has spent decades developing a signature on his instrument
and investigating all manner of folk and art music, and that depth of knowledge is clear on the developmental,
shape-shifting nature of each piece,” writes the BBC’s Kevin Le Gendre. “There is something compelling about the
strength of character of the individuals at the beating heart of this supergroup.”

Track Listing: Precessional 1; Precessional 2; Precessional 3

Also available:
AUM068 Ware, Cooper-Moore, Parker, Ali  - Planetary Unknown
AUM064 David S. Ware - Onecept
AUM070 David S. Ware - Organica (solo saxophones, volume 2)
AUM060 David S. Ware - Saturnian (solo saxophones, volume 1)



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Aum Fidelity
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AUM073
Barcode: 0642623307328
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Joe Morris - guitar
William Parker - bass, guimbri
Gerald Cleaver - drums

Altitude

Joe Morris / William Parker / Gerald Cleaver

Joe Morris, William Parker and Gerald Cleaver are among the most gifted instrumentalists & improvisers in the world
today – natural and consistent innovators all, always sharing, always igniting new ideas, always seeking something
beyond description. They have performed & recorded together in different configurations on numerous occasions over
the last 15 years. Altitude documents their first communion together as a trio & they gripped it by creating timeless music
rife with invention fully in the moment.

John Zorn asked AUM Fidelity's Steven Joerg to curate his NYC performance space The Stone for two weeks in June
2011; those two weeks served in effect as an early celebration of AUM Fidelity’s 15th anniversary, and resulted in
profiles of Joerg and the label in the Village Voice and Wall Street Journal. Booking this trio as part of the series was a
very first thought.  Altitude presents the entire first set of the night (with Parker on bass), along with two excerpts from
their second set (with Parker on the three-string Moroccan lute known as a sintir or guimbri).  The long form of music
creation / total immersion in invention transpired.

"The long form of music creation lets you tell a story, it lets you follow the nodal path in your thought process, it lets you
play in layers, it lets you dive into the wave of energy and stay there." –Joe Morris

Track Listing: 
Exosphere ; Thermosphere ; Troposphere ; Mesosphere

Also available:
AUM067 Farmers By Nature (Gerald Cleaver, William Parker, Craig Taborn) - Out Of This World’s Distortions
AUM058 Joe Morris Quartet - Today On Earth
AUM053 Cleaver/Parker/Taborn - Farmers By Nature



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: JAZZ VILLAGE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 570003
Barcode: 3149027000321
Price: £9.48
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Raynald Colom:  Trumpet
Jure Pukl: Tenor Saxophone
Aruan Ortiz: Piano
Rashaan Carter: Double Bass
Rudy Royston: Drums
Philippe Colom: Bass Clarinet (3,6 & 8)
Roger Blavia: Percussion (3 & 8)
Core Rhythm: Spoken Word (2 & 8)
Sofia Rei: Voice (5)
Eclectic Colour Orchestra (3, 6 & 8) 
Cond. by Raúl Patiño

Rise

Raynald Colom

The trumpet of Franco-Catalonian Raynald Colom tells a whole story, weaving a common theme through the original jazz
swing, the rage of hip hop and the sounds of freedom so dear to great black music, with some brilliant passages soaring
into chamber music and French chanson too. Between Colom’s new, inspired versions and witty allusions, we hear the
shades of Bix Beiderbecke, the Last Poets, the Art Ensemble and Coltrane, not forgetting Bartók and Leo Ferré… This is
jazz at its most modern, jazz with its head held high, jazz of today and proud of its history, jazz whose beat tells its true
nature – open yet committed.

Tracklisting:
1. Ouverture 11.18
2. El'Baka 10.45
3. Interlude #1: Hope 2.34
4. La Llegada 9.26
5. Avec Les Temps 5.50
6. Interlude #2: The Journey 2.58
7. In a Mist 8.11
8. The Rising 6.13



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Savant
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SCD2121
Barcode: 633842212128
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

JD Allen - tenor saxophone
Gregg August - bass
Rudy Royston - drums

The Matador and The Bull

JD Allen Trio

JD Allen, born in 1972 and originally from Detroit, but currently based in New York, is one of the most interesting tenor
saxophonists around. His style is extremely restrained, simmering with intensity, very hip and very modern...not in the
sense of being different for the sake of difference but with the collective mastery and freedom which comes from knowing
the art form so thoroughly that you can take the music anywhere you want to go with complete confidence that you can
come back.  For his Savant Records' debut, Allen is back in the studio with colleagues Gregg August and Rudy Royston,
both of whom have been his regular partners on the bandstand and in the studio since 2008. They go about their
business with a minimum of muss and fuss; a robust and focused melodic articulation with great rhythmic drive. Nor will
you find the trio beating a dead horse into submission.  The tracks are short, they get in, make a statement, essay some
variations, and get out--short and sweet and intense.

TRACKS:  
The Matador and the Bull (Torero) • A Suit of Lights • Ring Shout! • Santa Maria (Mother) • Cathedral • Paseillo • Erlanger
• Pinyin • Vuela (The Whisperer) • The Lyrics of Summer and Shadow • Muleta • The Matador and the Bull (Toro)



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Savant
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SCD2119
Barcode: 633842211923
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Bruce Barth - piano
Steve Nelson - vibes
Ben Street - bass
Dana Hall - drums

Three Things of Beauty

Bruce Barth

Bruce Barth, despite his professorship at Temple University, is no stodgy jazz egghead.  He is a working musician with
an abundance of technique, a seemingly bottomless well of ideas and is a composer of considerable skill with a
contemporary and inventive approach.  Indeed, many of the compositions on this recording are by Barth with the
exception of a tune each by Gershwin, Coltrane and the bluesily evocative “Night Shadows” by Eri Yamamoto.  Barth's
solos are witty and insightful while his innate harmonic sense makes him the perfect accompanist when backing solos by
others.  He never hogs the spotlight and always allows his superb band mates plenty of time to help make this music
sing.  And sing it does, with powerful grooves, lush harmonies, and a tremendous fluidity within the changing time
signatures and polyrhythms of Barth's compositions.  Joining the front line is the masterful vibes player Steve Nelson,
who always swings hard, but also manages to play with a soulful lyricism. 

TRACKS:  My Man's Gone Now • Final Push • Wise Charlie's Blues • The Rushing Hour • Three Things of Beauty • Night
Shadows • Big Nick • Wondering Why • Be Blued • The Song is You   



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: PIG02
Barcode: 5024545640922
Price: £7.29
Format: 1 CD

Kevin Figes - baritone & alto saxophones
Mike Outram - guitar
Dan Moore - Fender rhodes
Daisy Palmer - drums

4 Sided Triangle

4 Sided Triangle

Bristol based saxophonist Kevin Figes releases his third album, 4 Sided Triangle, which is without doubt his strongest
album to date. Having already carved an exciting and well established career both as a performer and composer on the
UK scene, Figes now uses his experience and expertise to lead his band, 4Sided Triangle, in a new venture sure to
make an impact on the scene. 

On the album expect to hear refreshingly original and relevant sounds from Figes' expert compositions and alto and
baritone saxophone technique, while Dan Moore, Mike Outram and Daisy Palmer perfectly compliment his skills and
display their synergy for one another's playing, bringing Figes' originals to life in an energetic and wholly unique way. 
The influences for this project include Chris Potter's 'Underground', Miles Davis' 'Live Evil' and the Soft Machine. The
album release is accompanied by a Jazz Services sponsored UK tour. 

The album is released on Kevin Figes' Pig Records label, via Edition Records.

Tour dates:
16 June - Sherborne Jazz Club
26 June - Swindon Jazz Baker Street
9 July - The Bell, Bath 
10 July - Dempseys, Cardiff
11 July - 606 Club, London
17 July - The Jam House, Birmingham
19 July - The Canteen, Bristol
29 July - The Coronation Tap, Bristol
31 July - St Ives Jazz Club



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: bonsai
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BON120501
Barcode: 3149028019926
Price: £9.48
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Flavio Boltro : trumpet
Rosario Giuliani : saxophone
André Ceccarelli : drums
Darryl Hall : doublebass
Pietro Lussu : piano

Joyful

Flavio Boltro Quintet

The new Flavio Boltro album - Joyful – marks the return of Flavio Boltro on the international jazz scene. An all star quintet
with André Ceccarelli (drums), Darryl Hall (doublebass), Rosario Giuliani (saxophone), Pietro Lussu (piano & fender),
and featuring on three songs the legendary singer of Santana - Alex Ligertwood - mark this new opus out as full of
energy and joyful indeed. 

Gifted and brilliant, Flavio Boltro is a jazz star considered for years as one the most influent trumpeters around, with an
exceptional  technique and a perfect mastery of harmony, as a leader and as a sideman. Joyful is composed of original
and unreleased works written by Flavio Boltro except four very personal covers: Every Breath You Take (Sting), Over
The Rainbow (Harold Arlen & E.Y. Harburg), The Sidewinder (Lee Morgan) & The Preacher (Horace Silver) which closes
the album.



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Cristal Records
File Under: Jazz/Latin 
Catalogue No: CR187
Barcode: 3149028017922
Price: £9.48
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Hilario Duran - piano
Roberto Occhipinti - bass
Mark Kelso - drums

Special Guests: 
Joaquín Hidalgo, Luis Orbegoso, Jamey
Haddad, The Pandemonium Strings.

Motion

Hilario Duran Trio

In his much-anticipated follow-up to the Grammy-nominated and Juno Award-winning Latin Big Band recording, From
The Heart (Alma Records, 2008) the piano master, Hilario Durán brings together a power trio comprising bassist,
Roberto Occhipinti and drummer, Mark Kelso. In the process he has created Motion, a memorable, new canvas of
sound, unveiled through a palette of vivid tonal colors throughout the album’s eight tracks. The record bustles and
breathes with myriad rhythms that are so unique to Hilario Durán’s music. He is a unique pianist, quite without peer in the
realm of tumbao, the melodic bass lines that burst out of Durán’s music. This killer tumbao, as it is often called, propels
Durán’s piano playing throughout brilliantly crafted ensemble passages where his right hand promotes a gentle simpatico
weaving melody into the musical souls of his bandmates, Occhipinti and Kelso. His harmonics are stunning and he
enrobes the melodies with these rich tapestries of sound often, with surprising color, to make the songs pirouette like
dancers. His solos are always inventive, turning melodies inside out and often coming at them with a sliding, angular
attack replete with single notes and ferocious chord clusters, so that they are freshened every time he touches the song. 

Tracklisting:

1. It's Only Seven
2. Conversation with a Lunatic
3. Havana City
4. For Emiliano
5. Tango Moruno
6. Motion
7. Danza Negra
8. Timba en Trampa



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: DJ64007
Barcode: 3298490640074
Price: £7.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Alex Tassel  - flugelhorn
Sylvain Beuf - tenor saxophone
Laurent de Wilde - piano
Diego Imbert - bass
Julien Charlet - drums

The Orquesta Filarmonica De La Ciudad De
Mexico
Jose Arean

The First Element : The Sea
Orchestral Suite for Jazz 5tet and Philarmonic Orchestra

Alex Tassel

In January, 2012 Alex Tassel began the re-cording of a unique and original work that took place in Mexico. The purpose
was to reproduce in music and eight movements all the stages of an ocean race. Alex Tassel composed the symphony
and it was arranged and orchestrated by Guy Barker for his quintet & orchestra, and inspired by meetings and
conversations which he has had with great skippers to celebrate the French "Solidaire du Chocolat", a famous race
following the road of chocolate, which will leave next month France to Mexico.

Tracklisting:

1. Les adieux
2. Departure
3. Nostalgia
4. Storm
5. After the storm
6. Rush
7. Alone
8. Arrival

Arranged and orchestrated
by Guy Barker



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Enja/MW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ95822
Barcode: 063757958222
Price: £9.48
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Albare - guitar
George Garzone - tenor sax
Leo Genovese - piano
Hendrik Meurkens - harmonica
Evri Evripidou - bass
Antonio Sanchez - drums

Long Way

Albare iTD

Jazz guitarist and composer Albare (as in the French pronunciation of Albert) presents his latest album, recorded in New
York with a dazzling new formation.

Born in Morocco, Albert Dadon grew up in Israel and France. He is fluent in French, English, Hebrew and Spanish. At the
age of 27 he migrated to Australia where he first became known musically, at the forefront of the then burgeoning Acid
Jazz scene. He has since recorded a number of albums and in 2011 Albare came to the attention of Matthias
Winckelmann, founder of prestigious German jazz label Enja. The relationship has spawned the new project “Long Way”.

iTD (International Travel Diary) is the band name given to a collaboration of some of the world’s finest musicians,
gathered together with the assistance of Enja to create this new project, Albare's sixth recording. iTD includes Albare on
guitar, Evri Evripidou on bass, Antonio Sanchez on drums, George Garzone on tenor sax, Leo Genovese on piano and
Hendrik Meurkens on harmonica. 

 
Albare makes his UK debut at London's Pizza Express on 9th July.



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Foghorn
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: FOGCD016
Barcode: 5060073261482
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Tony Bevan – Soprano, Tenor and Bass
Saxophones
Joe Morris – Electric Guitar
Dominic Lash – Double Bass
Tony Buck – Drums

Tony-Joe Bucklash

Tony Bevan / Joe Morris / Tony Buck / Dominic Lash

A blistering live set recorded by this all-star quartet on tour in England in 2009. An ecstatic mash-up of Adrian Rollini and
Eddie Lang, Ornette Coleman’s “Song X”,  “Tago Mago” Can and Brotzmann’s “Machine Gun”.  The group will be touring
throughout Europe in the autumn of 2012.

ADVERTISED IN THE WIRE

Tracklisting:
1)    Into the Rising Sun
2)    Out of the Rising Sun



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Hi4Head Records
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HFHCD010D
Barcode: 0609728285753
Price: £11.30
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

Trevor Watts - alto & soprano saxophones
Veryan Weston - piano

Dialogues in Two Places

Trevor Watts & Veryan Weston

This duo sees two elder(-ish) statesman of British jazz and free music drawing on their long experience and friendship to
produce a rich and varied dialogue which seemingly flows into a single telepathic whole: both musicians know intuitively
where the music is going. 

This new double CD, recorded live in Canada and the USA in 2011 expands the duo's small recorded legacy and
becomes their first full length concert recording. Indeed it is the first live recording since a handful of tracks on the
Freedom of the City, Small Groups CD in 2002. The new recording comes from concerts in very different circumstances;
the first from a stage at the Guelph Festival in Canada and the second from the intimate surroundings of the Robinwood
Concert House in Toldeo, Ohio. The Guelph disc contains 3 improvisations, including the long Cardigan which develops
organically over its 32 minutes and the Ohio disc contains 6 shorter pieces showing the duo in a series of sparkling,
almost telepathic exchanges. This CD shows the astounding techniques, improvisational brilliance and interaction of two
masters at the top of their form. Improvisations started, formulated and ended in real time with an astonishing
compositional clarity. This is accessible music by two brilliant players at the top of their craft who deserve to be listened
to.

ADVERTISED IN THE WIRE AND JAZZWISE

Tracklisting:
CD 1
Dufferin 12.44
Cardigan 32.18
Marcon 5.21
CD 2
Parkwood 8.17
Robinwood 7.28
Scottwood 7.25
Glenwood 12.30
Maplewood 9.00
Hollywood 8.25



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Jazzwerkstatt
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: JW125
Barcode: 4250317419545
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Urs Leimgruber - soprano and tenor saxophone
Jacques Demierre - piano
Barre Phillips - double bass

Montreuil

Urs Leimgruber / Jacques Demierre / Barre Phillips 

Two Swiss players, saxman Leimgruber and pianist Demierre, and the great American bassist Barre Phillips (now
approaching his 80th birthday): Three elder statesmen of the European free jazz / improv scene present their latest trio
recording live at Instants Chavirés, Montreuil, in December 2010. This is the fourth album the trio has recorded, with
previous works available on Jazzwerkstatt, Psi and Victo. Outside of this particular group all three have enormous
discographies.

The trio's instrumentation of sax plus piano and bass mirrors that of the Giuffre, Paul Bley and Steve Swallow version
that recorded Free Fall (Columbia, 1962)—not a bad point of comparison, although this trio is not as restrained or quiet
as that Giuffre trio. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Jazzwerkstatt
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: JW126
Barcode: 4250317419590
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Joe Hertenstein - drums
Achim Tang - bass 
Jon Irabagon - tenor saxophone

Future Drone

Joe Hertenstein / Achim Tang / Jon Irabagon

Joe Hertenstein, a German drummer now resident in New York, convened this trio recording at the Loft in Cologne after
last year's Moers festival, seizing the opportunity to get together with Tang and Irabagon (who had never met).
Hertenstein is a relatively new face in the free jazz world but he has already recorded for Clean Feed and Red Toucan.
Irabagon and Tang are well-established players, both within the improv scene and beyond.

Hertenstein brought Achim Tang and Jon Irabagon together, and he knows about the peculiarity of this combination. He
forms the music from his drum set — impulsive, connective, inspired and inspiring; remarkably sensitive with his sounds
within an extreme dynamical spectrum. More than any other jazz grouping, historically the sax-bass-drums trio is
associated with an urge for freedom.
Based on this tradition, the three gathered for a session of urgent immediacy. The music abandoned much of what
belongs to its history, and, at the same time, finds its own language to tell new stories.



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: Winter&Winter
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 910198-2
Barcode: 025091019823
Price: £8.98
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Paul Motian - drums
Joe Lovano - tenor saxophone
Bill Frisell - electric guitar
with guests
Dewey Redman - tenor saxophone
Geri Allen - piano

Monk in Motian

Paul Motian

Paul Motian was playing regularly up until his death at age 80 last year. He left behind a vast recorded legacy, from his
recordings with the famous Bill Evans Trio right up to his impressive 20 album stint with Winter & Winter. 

This album is a (limited deluxe hardcover edition) reissue of the old JMT edition, originally released in 1988, with the
drummer's then regular trio of Lovano and Frisell joined on several tracks by Dewey Redman and Geri Allen. The theme
of course is Monk, the interpretation is pure Motian. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: United Archives
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NUA09
Barcode: 5494239160096
Price: £17.96
Format: 4 CD
Packaging: box set

The Complete Quintet Studio Sessions 1949-1951

George Shearing

"Suddenly, Dean stared into the darkness of a corner beyond the bandstand and said, ‘Sal, God has arrived.’
I looked. George Shearing. And as always he leaned his blind head on his pale hand, all ears opened like the ears of an
elephant, listening to the American sounds and mastering them for his own English summer’s night use. Then they urged
him to get up and play. He did. He played inumerable choruses with amazing chords that mounted higher and higher till
the sweat splashed all over the piano and everybody listened in awe and fright. They led him off the stand after an hour.
He went back to his dark corner, old God Shearing, and the boys said, ‘There ain’t nothin left after that’.
Jack Kerouac, On the Road
Viking Press, Inc. 1957

In addition to Jack Kerouac, Bill Evans, Keith Jarrett and McCoy Tyner have sung the praises of jazz pianist George
Shearing. After having become a part of the English musical scene, the George Shearing Quintet took to America a
conception of elegant finesse and a new sound that for the sake of attentive listening we can allow ourselves to enjoy
these 99 tracks to the fullest extent.



RELEASE DATE
2ND JULY 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: ACT9534-2
Barcode: 614427953421
Price: £9.48
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

World Music: SPAIN / FLAMENCO

Travesia

Gerardo Nunez

Jazz was one of Gerardo Núñez’s early musical affections. He was entranced by the music of, amongst others, Charlie
Parker, Thelonious Monk and John Coltrane, played by a US airbase radio station close to his Andalusian home town
Jerez de la Frontera. In his youth the aspiring flamenco guitarist stayed true to the tradition of his music, while performing
together with famous singers and dancers. However, when he was together with his friends, he was free to combine all
sorts of musical inspirations. For purists this is an absolute no-go – they are in favour of purity in flamenco but, despite
these traditionalists, Gerardo Núñez is nowadays considered the most important virtuoso innovator of flamenco after the
great Paco de Lucia.

“Travesía” is a further proof of his border-crossing musical way of thinking. Pop, funk, jazz and Latin freshen Gerardo
Núñez’s flamenco, which he combines with extraordinary technique and great passion. On this recording, his wife, the
famous dancer Carmen Cortéz (for whom he has written some songs), and his daughter Isabel, join in with their hands
and feet by clapping and tapping. Also featured are prestigious jazz musicians including the saxophonist Perico
Sambeat, the pianist Albert Sanz as well as the legendary percussionists “Cepillo”, who coproduced the album. Their
common venture is “la
travesía”, the crossing; whereas the Africans sail across the Mediterranean Sea to their new home, these musicians are
crossing borders in music. 

Tracklisting:
01 Ítaca 3:22 / 02 No ha podío ser 5:03 / 03 Compás interior 1:26 / 04 Chicken Dog 7:04 / 05 Tío Pepe 2:52 / 06 A rumbo
6:18 / 07 Tío Perico 1:03 / 08 Travesía 9:32

Music composed by Gerardo Núñez
except Chicken Dog by John Scofield

also available:
Jazzpaña II (ACT 9284-2)
La Nueva Escuela De La Guitarra Flamenca (ACT 9413-2)
Andando El Tiempo (ACT 9426-2)
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World Music: PORTUGAL

Sou Luz

Dona Rosa

This is the miraculous story of the blind singer DONA ROSA of Lisbon. In the 1970s she first appeared in a video
documentary as a street singer, accompanying herself only with a triangle in the alleys of Lisbon, where she had long
been a local heroine. Then in 1999, André Heller was captivated by her and invited her to appear in the Voice of God TV
production. This was followed by her debut recording Historias da Rua in 2000. Two further CDs followed: Segredos in
2003 and Alma Livre in 2007, and Rosa found herself invited to perform on many prestigious stages.

Sou Luz her latest CD is a showcase of her extraordinary gifts in rich, sonorous instrumental settings. Unforgettable
melodies like Beija Flor and Lago de Ontem were created by the brother team Raul and José Abreu. While Raul has
been for many years her faithful guitar accompanist and composer of the songs, José is the brilliant lyricist for Dona
Rosa. Wonderful ballads like Asa de Anjo and Retrato, with their poignant strings and piano settings, are among the
gems of this CD.

In the finale, Nesta Terra Portuguesa, Dona Rosa returns to her origins, accompanying herself on triangle alone. Then, in
an extraordinary bonus, she tells us, in her own words, her tragic life's story.
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Kim Hae-Sook, gayageum 
Yoon Ho-Se, buk

Korea - Gayageum Sanjo

Kim Hae-Sook

Derived mostly from pansori singing and originally largely improvised, "sanjo" became (especially in the stylistic school of
Master Choi Ok-Sam) a structured instrumental suite: On the 12 silk strings of the "gayageum" zither, Kim Hae-Sook
paints with virtuosic serenity, a musical landscape of exaltation and restrained emotion.

The gayageum has a long oblong body and rests horizontally on the lap when played. The sanjo gayageum has 12
strings that symbolise the 12 months of the year, which are plucked with bare fingers of the right hand and then, while the
sound lingers (not more than three seconds), either pressed, slid down or vibrated with the left hand. Gayageum sanjo
involves a variety of out-of-tune tones, a technique commonly known as nonghyeon. This technique is widely used for
musical expression in traditional Korean music.
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World Music: INDIAN OCEAN

Segas of the Indian Ocean Islands

Various Artists

A panorama of the beautiful music of the islands of the Indian Ocean—Reunion, Mauritius and Madagascar—plus two
hitherto unpublished songs by Patrick Victor of the Seychelles. 

Sega is the traditional music of the south west Indian Ocean, particularly of the Mascarene islands of which Mauritius and
Reunion are a part.
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World Music: RUSSIA

Vladimir Ionchenkov - artistic direction, alto
domra
Alexandre Gorbachviov - balalaika
Igo Konovalov - bayan
Yuri Birzhev - bass balalaika
Guerts Vladimir - bass voice

Russia - The Balalaikas of Moscow

The Balalaikas of Moscow

‘A musical miracle’ is how The Washington Post described the qualities – precision, purity of tone, variety of timbres – of
the virtuoso musicians of The Balalaikas of Moscow, a group composed of members of the former Ossipov State
Russian Folk Orchestra. Guardians of a tradition, but also creators of works written specially for them, they epitomise the
Slavic soul. 

The balalaika is a three-stringed instrument of various sizes  characterised by its triangular body; the domra, also
three-stringed, has a rounder body and a longer neck; the bayan is a specifically Russian chromatic accordion.
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